THE WINTER HOLIDAYS

EVELYN CHAUER

PLAYING AT THE LIBERTY

Here's a real Groch Kill—A guaranteed

GROD GROCH

THE LAST JINX

The final showing will be tonight.

THURSDAY

"THE BROADWAY MADONNA"

coming soon—The greatest heart drama

"WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY TONIGHT"

TCHAGE AT THE STRAND

WHERE EVERYBODY GOES

HOME OF BROADWAY FEATURES

TONIGHT

A Dollar Show for 10c and 20c

Two Wonderful Feature Pictures

"MONKEY MONSTER"

THE SENSATION OF TWO CONTINENTS

"THE TRIPLE CLUE"

The big sensational mystery story. It grips, tears

and bewilders your senses. The story that rings true.

See the startling scene in Sing Sing. Also a

GOOD COMEDY

Don't fail to read the Herald Classified Ada.
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NEW TONIGHT

"WHILE SANTA SLEEPS"

There have been so many requests for "The

Electric House,"—Butter Krenan Comedy, that we

are showing it again.

THURSDAY ONLY

"THE CRADLE"

A smching drama of marriage and three kinds of

love.